
With the ZAG-ZAG-Junior BO 703.5 the cutting 
off glass is becoming very easy, it is foolproof.

With ZAG-ZAG it is easy to pinch off all the necessary mosaic pieces in a free and 
creative way or exactly according to a template. For straight cut edges and for pre-
cutting glass strips: Apply the cutting discs in the middle of the intended cutting edge. 
For curves and bevels in precise fine cutting: move the starting point of the cutting 
wheels to the side along the cutting edge. In this way ZAG-ZAG generates arches 
facing inwards

The working hand holds the pliers - the other hand holds the glass. Place the cutting 
discs of the pliers at a right angle to the glass to achieve the clean edges. A light 
pressure is sufficient to pinch off the glass piece by piece. The pieces fall safely from 
the „fender“ on the worktop or into the prepared bowls.
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ZAG-ZAG-Junior offers children and young people an easy start in a creative hobby that will accompany them for a long time.

ZAG-ZAG-Junior grows with them: from simple mosaics to filigree Tiffany designs. With ZAG-ZAG-Junior even small hands can easily and 
safely pinch off glass: Due to the particularly favourable leverage, even a light pressure of the pliers is sufficient. The stable „fender“ ensures 
safety. The robust, maintenance-free aluminium construction is practical indestructible and usable over many hobby years.

Should the cutting pressure decrease over time: Simply replace the screws with a 9 
mm spanner and turn the cutting discs in clockwise direction a few millimetres fur-
ther. ZAG-ZAG-Junior is ready for full operation again.
Attention: Always wear protective glasses!

Have fun with a fascinating hobby!

 Maintenance


